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The current study has highlighted the impediments faced bywomen journalists, which are addressed and will aid in the creationof an inclusive and diverse media industry in a developing countrylike Pakistan. Although female journalists in Pakistan have shownexcellent performance in journalism over the recent years, they arestill facing challenges that are hindering them from doing their best.In the current study, the effect of cultural, societal andenvironmental barriers on the career of female journalists havebeen highlighted.  The methodology chosen for the current study issecondary qualitative. The qualitative approach has been selectedsince it helps in analysing the behaviours, thoughts, andexperiences of individuals in depth. This is secondary research asthe data for the current study has been gathered from academicpapers and newspapers. The current study concluded that womenin the field of journalism are subjected to unjust treatment. Thehuge disparity between the pay of male and female journalists forsimilar roles have been discovered. Women are facingdiscrimination based on their gender at the workplace.
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IntroductionThe research conducted by Ahmed (2019) demonstrated that journalists inPakistan confront countrywide safety risks and impunity to criminal activities againstjournalists encourage the perpetrators to resume their criminal activities. Pakistan is acountry that is recognised as the deadliest place for journalists in the entire world.According to the research conducted by Jamil (2019), Pakistan is among those developingnations that restrict the participation of women in some of the sectors that are purelyconsidered for males and journalism is one such field where women face several problemsand hindrances that make the survival of women nearly impossible in this field. There arestill lesser women as compared to men in the profession of journalism as the profession ofjournalism is still an unsafe place especially for women in Pakistan (Adnan, Ali & Aslam,2019).  Given the current situation of the journalism profession in Pakistan, femalejournalists are not only susceptible to safety risks but also to gender-based segregation
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when it is a matter of pay. Female journalists in Pakistan face gender-based challenges sincejournalism is not considered a women’s field (Adnan, Ali & Aslam, 2019). As per Jamil(2020), although women in Pakistan are entering every walk of life; however, their newroles are not only unacceptable by society but also by men in their own field of journalism.It is also disappointing for women to pursue their career as a journalist in Pakistan sincethey are not treated with respect by their juniors and receive unequal pay as compared totheir male counterparts (Adnan, Ali & Aslam, 2019). The current study will highlight issuespurely faced by women journalists in Pakistan and the suggestions for making the workingconditions and environment better for female journalists.
Literature ReviewMedia plays a vital role in shaping opinions and beliefs. Everyday people consume alot of information through electronic media. Their minds are filled with information shared indifferent talk shows and news bulletins (Rasmussen, Romeijn & Toshkov, 2018). Publicdiscourse is primarily determined by media and through that it creates an impact over thecultural, political, and economic priorities. It has also been involved in shaping gender roles.Even after a lot of progress in the media industry, the women somehow face a lot of issues dueto the inequality and the male dominance in Pakistan. Media critiques governmental policiesand strives hard to put their opinion forward (Shanahan et al, 2008). However, in such mattersonly male journalists are considered. Experts that are being called in talk shows are alsomostly men. They do not let women take part in the argument as many fears that they will taketheir role. After all it is about professional jealousy and fear from being left out whennewcomers get in the same field (Elajimi, 2018). There are many women who have qualifiedin the field political sciences, international relations, and international law but they still arenot given importance when discussing the foreign policy issues. They are restricted to socialissues particularly those related to human rights.Apart from this the utmost problem that they face is from their home only because theircharacter is even questioned when a woman chose to make journalism or media their field orcareer. They are questioned a number of times regarding their choice in career. Moreover,when they take a bold decision and try to pursue their career in journalism then they are notpaid equal salaries. Low wage is also one of the significant issues that women face primarily inthe developing countries like Pakistan (Awan & Hussain, 2007). Employers do not providesame salary as they are providing to a man in the same designation.The taboos and restrictions that are imposed on females’ journalists from the society’sbehaviour, and the inferior status of the women caused negative influences on the career offemale journalists in Pakistan. The primary findings of this study are also found to be validatedfrom most of the previous studies, in which the negative behaviour of male’s journalists andcultural barriers are identified as the major factors that makes a negative impact on the careerof female journalists in Pakistan.The concept of feminism has been differently highlighted in the literature with anindication of different variables and factors. For example, Serazio (2019) defines feminismas a belief of political, economic, and social equality among the genders. This concept issupported by the studies of Jaquette (2018) who suggest that feminism is the deliveranceof equality among the man and the woman in a society. Additionally, Johns (2018) denotesthose rights of women have been under-rated by the male dominating culture of various
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regions in the world, the concept of developing awareness regarding the equal rights ofwomen in every society defines feminism. This concept has been initially established in thewestern regions but due to the strong positioning and persistence among the women of theworld, it has spread across the globe (Bowd, 2018).In contrast to all these, there are certain critics regarding the concept of feminismas this theory tend to oppose the nature rule and work against the nature. For example,Dow (2016) argued that the nature has defined certain roles to the individuals on the basisof their tendencies and capabilities; however, feminism tends to challenge these roles andappoint new roles. Similarly, Zuckerman (2017) criticised the equality agenda among themales and the females as the working capabilities of both genders are different. Hence theirroles and responsibilities are also allotted as per their tendencies. Moreover, Keller,Mendes, and Ringrose (2018) claimed that the both the genders have their own uniquecharacteristics for which they cannot alter the innate abilities. Therefore, the role andresponsibilities among both the genders are shared as per their innate abilities. Altogether,the concept of feminism has received a bi-dimensional view in the literature on the basis offactors such as innate capabilities, biological tendencies and societal roles. This duality ofthe feminist theory acts as a critical fact that restricts the overall removal of career barriersfor the women in developing regions such as Pakistan.Next is the recent change in the journalism pattern of the media industry.Journalism is composed of explicit awareness regarding people and their related issues thatare later exposed to the general public. However, Montgomery (2016) claims that therecent media has lost its quality and relevancy regarding the publication of any sort ofinformation. Hence, the recent journalism is also reviewed in a diversified manner amongboth the journalists as well as the general public. The most common reason behind thisdualism regarding the nature of journalism is the increase of competition in the field. Insimple words, the traditional journalism has been planned to assist a wider exposure toreal facts to the public whilst the current journalism acts as a race to flourish any sort ofinformation with or without investigation. At such instable environment, the challenge ofbeing employed is already crucial. For the female journalists specifically in the developingregion such as Pakistan the challenge of working in unstable environment increasestwofold.With the passage of time and some sort of development in the region such asPakistan, Bangladesh, India, etc. numerous changes have occurred in the work pattern ofjournalists (Jamil and Appiah-Adjei, 2019; Serazio, 2019). The most crucial and effectualchange is imposed by the social media where instant update and easy reach to a wideraudience has started to challenge the working conditions of the journalists. Under this,different studies have shed light on the contemporary challenges of female journalists. Forexample, Santos, Cerqueira, and Cabecinhas (2018) depicted the fact that occupationalculture of journalism is indeed biased on the basis of gender. This is against linked theinnate tendency of encountering the risks of being a public communicator (Slaughter et al.,2018). However, journalism after the concept of feminism has altered the occupationalculture of the profession and demanded equality in terms of job roles, infringe benefits, andcompensation among both the genders. In association to this, Caudwell et al. (2018)represented the mutual occupational ideology and philosophy of journalism regarding thenew working trends such as news and digital media. However, critics claimed that this
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philosophy limits the traditional assortment of culture of journalism practices, norms, andvalues. Hence, other studies have been carried out to define a better and mutual way.
DiscussionThere are many women in media industry that started as journalist and are nowrenowned newscaster & media persons, speaks for the potential the industry has offered(Ali, and Kaur, 2015). But apart from the limelight it offers, it has been formidability difficultfor female journalist to underpin an opportunity without facing backlashes from the societyand industry. Under all these discussions, the challenge section of female journalism hasremained as the most active topic of investigation. In association to this, different analystshave outlined different sorts of challenges that are encountered by female journaliststhroughout their professional career in journalism. In detail, a set of researchershighlighted exploitation of wages due to internal and external gender discrimination at theworkplace (Keller et al., 2018; Santos et al., 2018). On the other hand, Gill and Toms (2019)denoted the challenge of appearance in journalism restrict many female journalists fromcontinuing their professional journey. According to the study conducted by Safa, & Akter(2015), comparatively, the men are paid higher and there are many places where only mencan acquire higher designation in this field. This is heart wrenching for women becausedespite of working so hard, they are paid accordance to their productivity. Such genderissues result in demotivating the women to participate in different works. The positionslike executive and editorial are occupied by the men whether on merit or power basis(Raiten & Aimone, 2017). Still, women are possibly trying to compete them and exploremore opportunities (Sakha & Shah, 2019). However, the challenge of accomplishing themanagerial role during the professional life is quite challenging women specifically in themale dominating regions such as Pakistan.Most common challenge that is indicated by another set of analysts is the culturalrestrictions and the societal barriers (Orgeret, 2016; Mårtensson and Huberyc, 2017;Bareke, 2019). According to the report of Hunter and Di Bartolomeo (2019), every 2 out of10 female journalists encounter cultural pressure and societal barrier at least ones in theirprofessional journey. Another crucial challenge that is faced by the female journalists is thework and life balance that is challenged with everyday workload, security threats and evenworking hours.Moving towards current and historical presentation of journalism, a voluntary andelective democracy had always been a part of this profession. The advent of the professionaldistinctiveness of journalists with entitlements to an exclusive character and status in thecorporation also becomes some sort of challenge for the female journalists as well. Forexample, Rehmat (2017) denoted in their interview with female journalists with a numberof 67% journalists reporting that they faced disobedience from their subordinates for beinga female. One of the interviews was shared on the digital platform under which therespective respondent anonymously shared the fact that she had faced hard times whenher juniors used to disobey and unwillingly overhear her commands. The only reason shereported was that they were not happy to work under a lady boss. From all these findings,some of the most common challenges are explicitly highlighted in the review so far.Practically, the fact that professional distinctiveness of journalists can be perceived on thebasis of job-related philosophy, yet a female is still enforced to encounter some criticalissues throughout their professional journey.
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In response, conflict at working environment has been encountered by femalejournalists as highlighted in the literature. This has leads to violence cases against theworking journalists in the field. For example, research conducted by Hovden and Knapskog(2015), the female journalists tend to work in conflict and fragile zones of safety and 73percent of the participants agreed on the fact that they have faced threats of being bullied,violent actions and abusive attitudes of the people surrounding them. The extend ofviolence against female journalist has been denoted by major findings of Keller et al. (2018)that stated killing of three female journalist and bloggers who were killed for writingconspiracy stories in their blogs. From such reports and crucial findings, it is explicitlyoutlined that female journalists are explicitly under the risk of bullying threats as wellabusive violence and life-threatening cases. Moreover, a survey conducted by dawn newsindicated that 35 % of the female journalists who encountered harassment at workplacewere enforced to remain silent and not report the incident (Sethna, Masood, and Jahangir,2020). This discussion explicitly illustrates the societal barriers and environmentalrestriction that is imposed on the female journalists throughout their career journey.Rehmat, (2017) conducted a qualitative study and involved 50 female journalists inPakistan to understand threats, rejection, and harassment in media industry of Pakistan.The study found that in general, the media industry in Pakistan shows little interest inperspective of women on issues they face. Hadi, (2018) can be used to justify the results inprevious paragraph as the former asserted that in Pakistani society there are patriarchalvalues and beliefs that breed discrimination and sexual harassment against women atworkplaces. According to Nusrat (2018) women have less than 5 percent share in thejournalist’s workforce in Pakistan and therefore there is a serious concern regardingwhether the media in general is able to reflect and inform general public opinion andjustification for the representation of women in this sector. The author also posited thatwomen face threats of gender-based violence, negative societal attitudes, harassment, asignificant gender pay gap, and stifled career progress which are the most importantchallenges along with others. These challenges discourage and deteriorate the resilience ofa small but growing community of female journalists in Pakistan.However, an alternative approach has been developed because of communityparticipation of women empowerment and feminism theory in the development discourse.According to Bareke’s (2019) finding the spiralling phase of poverty and failure of top-down approach gave rise to emergence of strengthening of local capacities with the help ofwomen-centric development. Consequently, the women’s empowerment gained reputationand popularity with the increase of feminism theory. Contrastingly, the term“empowerment” has been misunderstood by the recent community participation (Gill andToms, 2019). This fact has been supported by Mårtensson and Huberyc (2017) withindication that implication and usage of women empowerment and equality at theworkplace has become least ambitious than it was during its first appearance. Hence, thiscritical review regarding the women empower and equality represent a new dimensiontowards hinder of career-oriented women in the developing societies such as Pakistan.Among such circumstances the most comprehensive solution is to evaluate theworking condition on the basis of factors. In association, the study of Thorpe, Toffoletti andBruce (2017) has been reviewed to denote the urban areas as the major variable in listingand addressing workplace challenges among female professionals. According to theauthors, the female professionals indeed encounter workplace challenges in urban areas
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but these challenges double up in rural and unprivileged areas of developing region. Themost common reason as reported by the authors in their study is the acceptance of peopleand strong cultural force among the people of such under-developed societies. So, thesechallenges are to be accounted and addressed for giving rise to a better developmentcapacity in the country.Society in Pakistan pressurises women directly or indirectly to leave the professionof journalism because of the stigma attached to female journalists. The society in Pakistanis patriarchal and it is unacceptable for such a society to accept the voices of women raisedover different issues. In Pakistani society, a woman must be confined to her home, lookingafter her home and raising children. The society in Pakistan does not praise opinionatedwomen rather intellectual women are not accepted and the environment where the womenjournalists work is made hostile by their male colleagues. The society in Pakistan explicitlyquestions the character of female journalists for entering a sector that is male dominating.In recent years, more and more women have started working in journalism; however, theirparticipation is neither appreciated by their families and society nor by their malecolleagues at the workplace (Adnan, Ali and Aslam, 2019). Due to societal pressure, familiesare not happy with their women joining the profession of journalism. According to Ahmed(2019), female journalists are threatened more than their male colleagues for revealing thetruth that is unwanted by some non-state actors as well as governments because femalesare vulnerable in the society of Pakistan. Female journalists in Pakistan are vulnerable asthe society of Pakistan is filled with conservative people and gender discrimination.
MethodologyIt’s a review article. Qualitative approach has been used in this article. Reviewarticles are basically based on secondary articles that are qualitative as well as quantitative.Therefor the use of a qualitative approach has been carried out in this review article.
ConclusionIt is evident from the above discussion that women are not even spared in thejournalism field by the work environment and society of Pakistan. Patriarchal society inPakistan is not accepting females in the profession of journalism. Unlike males, femalejournalists are subjected to abusive behaviour and discouraged at every step by society.Women journalists are subjected to gender pay disparity and negative behaviour by theirsubordinates that are not only hindering their professional growth but also their personallife.
Recommendations:The researcher is of the belief that if the problems related to gender stereotypesand gender roles are addressed, it will provide the ignored female population of the countryto contribute to the development of the nation and they will be able to prove theircompetency once equal platforms and opportunities are being given to them by the society.Therefore, this study is an attempt to identifying the social norms and perceptions that holdsociety back from understanding the value of female in the professional field. Therecommendations for improving the situation of female journalists in Pakistan are:
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● Employers must ensure the safety of women journalists in the workplace.
● Selection of different roles by the employers in the profession of journalismmust be based on merit so that women can reach the position of executivesand editorials if they fulfil the eligibility criteria.
● It must be included in the code of ethics by employers that everyoneirrespective of gender must be treated fairly and respectfully by theircolleagues and supervisors. Everyone violating this code of conduct must beseverely penalised.
● Employers must implement an equal opportunity policy to ensure equalopportunities for everyone regardless of their gender. Women must be paidequally to men if their job role and responsibilities are like men.
● Threats received by female journalists must be reported by them so thatthose guilty of charge can be penalised.
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